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“Till we hear the last all clear”: gender and the presentation of self in young girls’
writing about the bombing of Hull during the Second World War.
On the 9 February 1942 Peggy Warren, a teacher at Springburn Street School in Hull, set her
class of ten to twelve-year-old girls the task of producing an essay entitled, ‘What Happened
to Me and What I Did in the Air Raids.’1 Springburn Street School was a mixed school of
around 900 pupils, situated amongst the heavily-bombed working-class terraces north of
Hull’s docks.2 The essays thus evidence a vivid familiarity with the death and destruction
caused by the sporadic, but heavy bombing experienced by Hull in over 60 air raids between
1940 and 1945. 3 The school had already absorbed a number of the children from local
bombed-out schools when, shortly after the essays were composed, it was destroyed itself.4
60 years later, the collection of 29 manuscripts was presented to Hull Local Studies Library
archive by Miss Warren’s nephew and survives as a snapshot of young girls’ experiences
during an extraordinary period for British civilians. The essays — produced on a single day
in response to a specified question — evidence how young girls made sense of their
experience of bombing. The selfhoods produced through the girls narratives were shaped by
gendered discourses on civilian service and, as such, provide a rare opportunity to investigate
the constitution of wartime subjectivities among young girls living through ‘the blitz’.
This article uses the essays as a case study to engage with two areas of discussion in
the existing research on the use of children’s writing and notions of gender during the Second
World War. First, it examines the composition of the essays to understand the role of young
girls as writers in mid-twentieth century Britain, asking how conditions created by genre and
the question set served to both constrain and empower individuals in the production of texts.
The section than explores how the girls’ accounts attempt to create calm, balanced selves in
response to expressions of fear, anxiety and terror. The recounting of traumatic experiences is
repeatedly countered by the language of quiet defiance, expressed within a framework of
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civilian service and national endeavour. The article thus considers how the practice of
narrating recent events through the selection of various discursive elements might be
interpreted as an act of ‘composure’ to challenge a priori judgements about the value of
children’s writing to the study of the past.5
A considerable amount of historical investigation has dealt with children’s experience
of the Second World War, yet there exists a tension over the use of young children’s writing
alongside that produced by adults or older children.6 Psychologist Susan Issacs made use of
children’s essays about evacuation from London to Cambridge to understand their
experiences in 1941 and recent work by John Welshman has also used children’s writing to
examine evacuee experiences. 7 However, there has yet been no detailed examination of
children’s contemporary writing to understand how subjectivities concerning gender might be
influenced by dominant wartime discourses and the effects of bombing. Where written and
oral testimony has been employed to understand the experience of aerial bombardment, preteens’ writings have remained largely unused.8 Amy Helen Bell used personal testimony to
understand the experience of the London Blitz, but found the accounts of children younger
than 13 were ‘for the most part psychologically and historically un-illuminating records of
times and durations of raids and daily activities.’9 This article, however, argues that younger
children’s accounts, like adults’, represent an on-going dialogue between lived experience
and contemporary modes of understanding and articulating that experience. Thus, whilst
some of the girls’ writings studied here do not realise certain aesthetic standards of narrative
prose in the same way that some adults do, this does not negate the narratives’ status as a
record of experiences, the form of which is conditioned by available conceptual schemes and
discursive technologies.
The second and third sections of this article examine the formation of the texts to
reveal the centrality of wartime gender roles to the depiction of civilian service against the
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backdrop of the home. Valerie Walkerdine and Penny Tinkler have both stressed how notions
of twentieth century girlhood were constructed through negotiations between popular culture
and a variety of discourses of femininity.10 The accounts studied here evidence Walkerdine’s
assertion that the girls themselves moulded specific girlhoods in relation to various conditions,
in this case discourses of home defence and collective national endeavour. The essays contain
visions of a world under stress and, whilst the handling of fear seems crucial to achieving a
sense of composure, the presentation of mothers and fathers appears to have played an
equally important role. Fathers and other male relatives are frequently depicted defending
homes from external threats, whilst mothers — in many cases assisted by the girls themselves
— appear as the maintainers of the internal order of the home. In the essays the home thus
functions as a ‘first world’ that forms a locus for experience, through the defence of which
the girls were able to represent their families’ contribution to the war effort in line with
models emanating from the state.11 The article thus builds upon work by Penny Summerfield
and Corinna Peniston-Bird, which has noted that state-produced constructs of wartime
civilian service often involved attaching distinctly gendered understandings to women’s role
within the home.12 By seeking to understand how expectations of civilian service were given
meaning with reference to the protection and maintenance of the home, the article thus also
intervenes in debates surrounding the impact of the war in the construction of gendered
identities in the post-war period.13

The Girl as Writer
This first section attempts to understand how the historian might approach a collection of
essays which evidence a great deal of variation in style, length, and syntactical fluency. Some
of the essays, for example, use direct speech, others indirect speech, whilst many are simple
narratives composed in the first person, creating issues in comparing the girls’ voices. The
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length of each essay varies between as few as 100 words to as many as 700 and, on occasion,
poor standards of expression and handwriting make the texts difficult to decipher. Pam
Alldred and Erica Burman have claimed that in applying techniques of discursive analysis to
children’s accounts there exists a tendency to oscillate between two extremes founded on
essentialist judgements about the nature of children’s writing. Scholars have either attributed
authenticity to children’s writing based on romanticised discourses of childhood, or,
conversely, dismissed their words in favour of the supposed educated and civilised rationality
of some adults.14 Christina Benninghaus, in her analysis of teenage girls’ essays produced in
Weimar Germany, is one of several authors who point towards a method by which we might
begin to understand and use children’s writing, despite the manifest challenges posed by
using such varied material. The essays she studies, produced in schools at the behest of
sociologists, suggest that the girls’ narratives harnessed a series of constructs selected from
the dominant discourses available to them, which were informed by the disciplinary
conditions of composing in the prescribed genre.15
Carolyn Steedman’s The Tidy House — which explores the creative writing process
amongst a trio of eight-year-old girls — also provides a method to tackle the variability found
in the essays studied here. Amongst Steedman’s conclusions is the repudiation of the idea
that we can access an ‘authentic’ voice of the child any more than adult writing provides a
window onto ‘authenticity’.16 As a result, Steedman’s approach, which views written work
as the product of utilising various accessible discursive elements, does not rely on the ability
of children to articulate themselves at a predetermined level. The only condition imposed is
that the text can be read in the most functional of senses. Steedman’s conclusions thus open
up the possibility of interrogating and drawing conclusions about the discursive landscape in
which the essays studied here were produced.
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Fundamental to Benninghaus’ and Steedman’s arguments is the effect of genre and
the question upon the production of the texts they study.17 Authors in the field of discourse
analysis have also highlighted that genre plays a crucial role in structuring potential responses
in written and spoken communications.18 The genre of the school essay here dictates certain
parameters which must be observed by the pupil, including content, format and adherence to
the prescribed question. In a similar manner, the question also locates the respondent within a
particular set of potential responses. The girls studied here were asked to recount: ‘What
happened to me…’ requiring a description of events, but also: ‘…and what I did…’ requiring
them to situate themselves within an active role in their accounts. The generic framework of
the exercise and the position created by the question confines the possible responses, but also
affords the opportunity to construct a useful, conformative picture of the girls’ and their
families’ roles as active citizens during the Hull Blitz.
There is, sadly, no record of what Miss Warren told the class in addition to the initial
question or what guidance she may have offered concerning content. It is possible that the
girls were given a model answer, or presented with a list of elements they might discuss.
Indeed, mothers and fathers, shelter use, expressions of fear and depictions of damaged
homes appear in many of the accounts. Whether these common features appear by dint of
instruction from Miss Warren or due to the salience of these elements in the girls’ lives, is
unknowable. Nevertheless, understanding a little about the background to the essays allows
for some productive speculation. Although no indication is given in the text, it is almost
certain that the essays were produced as part of the operational research project known as
‘The Hull and Birmingham Survey’ for the wartime government. 19 This survey asked the
exact question evidenced in the girls essays to hundreds of school children in the two cities in
order to understand the impact of German bombing on civilian morale and daily life.
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Combining speculation over the formation of the question with the background to the
government study allows us to view the girls’ writing as part of a wider discursive practice
through which the idea of the wartime civilian was being produced and reinforced. The
question asked constructs two different spaces from which to speak: the subject as a passive
object to whom things happen and the subject as active agent who does things in and to the
world. As such the question’s syntactical structure appears to be closely related to the
assumptions and aims orchestrating the discourse of which it is a part. On this reading, the
question is a surveillance technology which, by inducing children to speak, worked to
solidify a particular form of knowledge about the effects of bombing. The figure of the
demoralised or fortitudinous civilian appears at the centre of this discourse and the question’s
syntax exemplifies the terms within which experts imagined, and attempted to bring into
being, the figure of the wartime civilian.
There is no indication whether the children were aware that they were assisting with a
government study, and the survival of the documents in Hull’s archives suggests that Miss
Warren may not have submitted the essays to the survey. There is however some evidence
that she offered certain guidance, which suggests how said guidance might be reproduced in
the text. Several of the children articulate ‘the difference’ that the air raids made to their lives
and homes. Nancy Nunn, for example, ends her recollection with the phrase ‘it [the bombing]
has made my nerves terrible and it has made a lot of difference to me’.20 The phrase appears
rather suddenly and seems to come as something of an afterthought as does Hilda Chalk’s
comment that ‘it made a lot of difference to the homes of poor people who could not buy any
furniture. Well we will see it through and we will have to buy new furniture now but still our
homes are still different.’21 It is possible that the instructions given to Miss Warren stipulated
that the essays should deal with how the bombing had changed lives — had made a
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difference — and, as such, the appearance of the idea of difference may point to anxieties in
central government concerning civilian morale.
Speculation regarding the potential readership further opens up the motivations
behind the girls’ presentation of the self in the essays and here the notion of ‘composure’,
outlined by historians such as Graham Dawson and Penny Summerfield is useful. 22
‘Composure’, as outlined by Dawson has a dual meaning. On one hand ‘composure’ merely
refers to the act of composition; however, Dawson also argues that telling life stores involves
constructing oneself as a subject possessed of ‘composure — integration of different parts of
the self to produce a sense of order and completeness — to achieve a state of personal
balance and emotional security. Life stories like those in the girls’ essays are not told in
isolation, and as Dawson acknowledges ‘the effort towards composure is an inescapably
social process. Stories are always told to an audience, actual or imagined, from which
different kinds of response are elicited.’23
The primary recipient here was the teacher, but work may also have been read out in
class making it likely that the girls may have attempted to promote a favourable image of
themselves and their families to peers as well. The classroom is, of course, not a hermetically
sealed environment, and the potential for leakage provides further possibilities for the
children’s sentiments to be disseminated into the wider community. The possibility that the
girls may have been told that the essays were to be used in government research would likely
only have heightened the importance to the girls of presenting calm and useful images of
their families and themselves. Against powerful and pervasive messages emanating from the
state on a spectrum of topics including morale, civilian service, rationing, shelter use and the
blackout, the girls rarely transgress ideas of correct behaviour during raids or civilian
fortitude after them.
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The girls’ essays demonstrate their attempts to present composed and fortitudinous
selves within popular discourses of morale and hint at an imagined intersubjectivitive
relationship with a reader in a position to judge the girls’ contribution to the war effort.
Historians like Robert MacKay and Arthur Marwick have shown how the language of
maintaining morale dominated government concerns, especially prior to 1943. 24 The
prevailing attitude by 1941 was that good morale was not just characterised by a
determination to carry on, but also by ‘cheerfulness, support for leaders, belief in ultimate
victory’, and behaviours such as ‘cooperativeness and neighbourliness, high productivity, low
absenteeism and volunteering’.25 Adherence to these government concepts of active morale is
frequently in evidence in the essays, yet these co-exist with expressions of fear and terror.
Winifred Stubbins recalls people fainting, screaming and crying, while she herself lay on the
floor and prayed for help until the air raid was over.26 There is little reticence to articulate this
type of fear amongst the girls and all but a few mention being frightened, having bad nerves
or feeling some aspect of terror. Sheila Stothard recalls that ‘we thought every minute was
our last’ and paints a bleak picture of the psychological trauma experienced by the population:
I do know everyone was afraid to stop in the town at night. They used to run away
anywhere to get away from the town of Hull, even if it was to sleep in an open field
they were so frightened. I was one of those who went out to sleep.27
Yet, she finishes on an optimistic note adding: ‘although Hull has gone through some awful,
terrifying raids, we will always keep our spirit up and keep smiling’. 28 Repetition of ‘we’ and
‘our’ — the shifting of the first person voice into collective voice — implies a blending or a
dissolution of personal selfhood into the communal. This may indicate an articulation of
collective belonging, or it may be a distinctive attempt to manage fear through the
idealisation of the collective spirit via the sublimation of anxieties into the national myth. The
repetition of this shift from the ‘I’ to the ‘we’ in multiple accounts in response to moments of
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danger appears to indicate that the girls as narrators were susceptible to the state’s attempts to
inculcate a sense of collective solidarity.
Lyndsey Stonebridge points out that by 1942 psychoanalysts were arguing that the
‘Mass-Neurosis Myth’ — the myth that air-raids would give rise to wide-spread war neurosis
— had been replaced with a ‘No-Neurosis Myth’.29 In 1942 a psychiatrist wrote to the Daily
Herald with the following story:
I have met many conscientious citizens who are afraid of being afraid…I tell them it is
natural to feel fear in the air raids and human to show fear. And it is honest to admit it.
What your country has a right to ask of you is that you don’t cause panic amongst
others…Courage consists in admitting fear and controlling it for the sense of duty and
to strengthen others.30
In the essays there is little sense that the girls were afraid of fear, rather an
understanding that whilst feeling it during a raid was natural, the contribution expected of
them was to carry on as best they could. The habit of articulating a final defiant line in the
essays appears to function as a common means of achieving balance, both in the presentation
of self and as part of the material act of composition itself. Hilda Chalk, despite describing
being terrified and feeling physically ill, states that ‘I felt too sick and ill to do anything, it
made a lot of difference to our home and many others were destroyed. But we still keep
smiling [my emphasis]’ and a similar phrase appears as Nancy Nunn’s counterpoint to her
frayed ‘nerves’: ‘we still keep smiling through and try to forget those dreary nights.’ 31 ‘Keep
smiling through’ is one of the lines of the Vera Lynn’s 1939 song We’ll Meet Again, one of
the most popular and pervasive songs of the war. Alaistair Thompson’s work on veterans of
the First World War’s Gallipoli campaign showed how popular culture representations (from
the film Gallipoli) were drawn upon in the construction of the veterans’ life narratives to
conform to well-know images of masculinity. 32 Whilst no direct agency can be proven
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between the song and the girls (it is also a line in 1929’s Spread a Little Happiness,
composed by Vivian Ellis for the musical Mr Cinders) it nevertheless suggests that the
concepts signified by the phrases they employed were disseminated throughout public and
national space and that these elements of popular culture were important in producing
emotionally stable selves in the essays.
Enid Billany paraphrased another popular song when she wrote:
It’s when I hear the aeroplanes that I am most frightened because we cannot do
anything but just sit and wait, even if we sing... I hope we don’t have any-more nights
like those but if we do we are and we will keep our spirits till we hear the last all clear
and our friends and relatives come home again.33
When they Sound the Last All Clear was another popular Vera Lynn song from 1940
concerning the return of loved ones after the war. Enid is thus associating the cessation of
bombing with the end of the war. Unlike post-war accounts of the Blitz — which were
written with the knowledge of certain victory — the essays here were written when further
bombing was still a distinct possibility. When the essays were written Hull had not been
bombed since early December 1941; however, the 33 raids Hull experienced in 1941 had not
themselves commenced until February. Indeed, Hull had suffered 9 large raids between
March and July 1941, which reached a peak in the catastrophic raids on the nights of the 8
and 9 May.34 The availability of a snappy, well-known, narrative tool appears to have given
Enid a lexicon to articulate complex ideas of stoicism, composure and her desire for the
bombing to end in a manner familiar to the potential readership.
The elements of popular culture deployed by the girls appear, as Benninghaus argues,
as the ‘outcome of an individually-distinct but decidedly non-arbitrary selection of ideas and
norms.’35 Examination of these essays indicates that the girls of Springburn Street School
used particular elements of popular culture that appeared instantly accessible, both in the
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process of formulating a calm and balanced response to bombing, and in constructing
themselves as wartime subjects possessed of civilian fortitude. The attempts to present an
ultimately controlled and level-headed response, particular to fear and danger, thus represent
attempts to maintain a degree of ‘psychic comfort’ through presenting favourable versions of
themselves to an imagined audience.36
Masculinities and Fatherhood
The responses to the psychological effects of the raids were just one aspect of the way the
girls narrated their experience. Whilst popular culture provided a useful way of subsuming a
number of messages concerning the girls’ internal, emotional reactions to the raids into a few
words, the search for individual equanimity and the creation of a stable self within the
discourse of wartime civilian service appears to also have extended to the favourable
depiction of the family. One of the most striking devices deployed by the girls’ is the
articulation of perceived gender roles within the family, particularly the distinctions between
the activities of fathers and mothers during and after air raids. Wartime ideas of gender roles
appear as valuable models that facilitated the narration of the girls’ families’ contribution to
the war effort.

The essays thus suggests that stark gender divisions were not only

exemplified in government expectations of civilian service, but were in fact central to the
performance of the activities expected of the civilian.
The girls’ words help to intervene in debates surrounding the construction of
masculinity during the Second World War and the most prominent portrayal of masculine
performance can be found in the girls’ portrayal of fire watching. Sonya Rose argues that the
dominant discourse concerning masculinity during the Second World War purposefully
rejected the heroic masculinity of the Great War, focusing instead upon the reserved, selfdeprecating, cheerful courage of the ordinary man composed against a backdrop of temperate
British national identity. 37 Summerfield and Raewyn Connell argue that although military
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service exemplified the predominant idea of hegemonic masculinity, various subordinated
masculinities concerned with civilian service were constructed in relation to it.38 Indeed, the
government made considerable efforts to mitigate any loss of masculine pride through a
conflation of civilian service in the factory, ARP and Home Guard with active military
service in poster campaigns.39 This prevalence of discourses concerning heroic masculinity
partly explains the centrality of the father’s fire watching activities to many of the essays. The
activity of fire watching remains, in all but one of the essays, the exclusive preserve of the
father, or male family members. In a rare case when the mother is involved, it is at the
request of an older brother (presumably due to the absence of the father, who is away
performing unspecified duties).40
A more detailed look at the representation of fire watching in local newspapers,
prior to the writing of the essays, points to reasons why it may have been so prominent in the
girls’ depictions of male relatives. In 1941, in order to counter the threat of incendiaries
during raids, campaigns were enacted by the government to emphasise the dangers of fire
bombs.41 One element of the campaigns was the construction of fire fighting activities as a
component in active wartime service in order to bolster the recruitment of fire watchers.
Summerfield has shown that men who did not serve in the forces were often seen by women
as less than ‘real’ men, but for those who were too ill, too old or worked in reserved
occupations, the warden service or fire watching provided opportunities to be part of the war
effort. 42 However, the idea of the fire watcher as an exclusively masculine role was not
entirely in line with the state’s views. As the Hull Daily Mail (HDM) reported on 1 January
1941, in one of four articles that day on fire watching, ‘this is work in which every ordinary
man and woman must co-operate’.43 Furthermore, three days later it was eagerly reported that
civilians had saved many buildings from fire bombs during air raids on Bristol, adding that a
girl of 12 had been a ‘Fire Bomb Heroine’.44 Almost every edition of the paper for the first
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five months of 1941 features references to fire watching- often in the form of an appeal for
volunteers – which emphasise the importance of it as a part of civilians’ contribution to the
war effort. Indeed, on 8 May, mere hours before the most devastating raids on Hull, the paper
lauded fire watchers as ‘Our Civilian Heroes.’ 45 Despite these attempts to place a nongendered emphasis on fire watching, Rose has demonstrated that women were often
excluded,from activities like fire watching based on their perceived weakness and need to be
protected.46
This emphasis on fire watching as a vital contribution to the civilian war effort appears
to have had a particular impact on the manner in which the girls of Springburn Street School
presented it in their essays. For them, fire watching and associated activities appear to have
been a bold and readily identifiable embodiment of heroic masculinity, most frequently used
to present fathers. 47 Alwyn Hornsby, for example, describes her father helping to carry
furniture out of a neighbouring woman’s burning house then extinguishing the flames with a
stirrup pump before going back out fire watching.48 Not only is her father depicted fulfilling
the role of fire watcher, but there is also a clear division between him putting out the fire and
the seemingly helpless female neighbour. An idea of community action, illustrated in the
HDM call for ‘all members of the community to counter the menace of incendiary bombs’, is
also evident in Winnie Stephen’s account of a raid: ‘Mrs Ingram got an incendiary bomb in
her back bedroom and my father and brother put it out’.49 In both cases, it appears to have
been important to the girls to foreground their fathers’ contributions to the defence of the city
and neighbourhood in the presentation of their masculinity.
Where the father is absent then an older brother frequently fills the masculine role in
the girls’ narratives. In Sylvia Palmer’s account her brother extinguishes a nearby incendiary
bomb with a bag of sand, since her father – mentioned earlier in the essay – is away fighting
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other fires.50 Similarly, Betty Wood recounts how, despite the presence of her mother, her
older brother went out to extinguish an incendiary:
…there was a little bang and my brother said that he would have to go out as it
was a firebomb and he would have to put it out. While he was putting it out a
bomb dropped and blew him inside the shelter again.51
Here, Betty’s brother not only takes responsibility for putting out the fire, but faces
demonstrable danger in doing so, reinforcing his heroism.52 The desire to situate the heroism
of the men of the family within narratives of dangerous events presents a facet of the girls’
selves - displaying pride in the way in which their family contributed to the defence of Hull’s
community. It also emphasises the manner in which a readily accessible construction of
masculinity — the males as the protectors of the family, home and community — was given
greater visibility by the conditions of the war, potentially reinforcing the girls’ stratification
of gender identities.
The accounts of male relatives’ duties during the bombing suggest a strongly spatial
dimension to the girls’ perceptions of gendered responsibilities. Men’s responsibility in the
narratives begins largely at the periphery of the home and they are responsible for the defence
of the home and immediate neighbourhood from external threats. This spatialisation of
performance echoes a dichotomy in men and women’s feelings about the home and the
outside world that was articulated in a Mass Observation (MO) report of 1943.53 The report
found that men were far more likely to believe that the home was the ‘pivot’ from which the
rest of their life stemmed. Conversely, women were more likely to see the home as the centre
of their life. Enid Billany’s account of her parents during an air raid epitomises the way the
roles of father and mother were constructed in relation to each other and the home. She writes
that ‘…my father was out firefighting then, he came back in with his arm burn[ed] and
mother bandaged it up, then he went out again.’ 54 The father, whilst conforming to
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conceptions of heroic masculinity through his injury is also portrayed as returning from the
fray to the home, the site of comfort and safety. 55 In performing the role of the nurse, Enid’s
mother herself conforms to a model of nationalistic duty and a feminine wartime role
exemplified in nursing, emphasised by Anne Summers.56 Yet she is also depicted as waiting
at home with the children ready to minister to the hero’s needs. Enid’s decision to make it
central to her account of the bombing suggests that she felt this was a positive and important
episode in the presentation of her family’s contribution to the war effort.
What can be detected in the mapping of the experiences of the Blitz onto the home is an
echo of Pierre Bourdieu’s description of the gendered differences made material in the homes
of the Berber peoples of northern Africa. Bourdieu describes how, for men, the house is a
place from which one sallies forth to engage with the outside world. The masculine
relationship with the home is reinforced by both the spatial arrangement of the dwelling and
the practices of gender associated with it.57 The girls studied here narrate their fathers into the
stories, even when their fire watching activities are peripheral to the girls’ own experience.
The girls’ narratives conform to wartime discourses of civilian service and place their
families at the heart of emerging narratives of civilian fortitude. In order to do this the girls
reproduced a recognisable discursive framework that used a well-known and easily
identifiable role (the fire watcher) to demonstrate the usefulness and heroism of their families.
The girls, then, were not only selecting discursive elements as Benninghaus argues, they were
going further. They were harnessing their writing to subscribe to an idea through use of a
kind of ‘cultural shorthand’, which articulated in just a few words their ready subscription to
established models of masculinity, civilian fortitude and patriotic duty.
Representations of masculinity through wartime service, though, are not limited to fathers
and brothers and extend beyond the family, albeit occupying a somewhat different position in
the girls’ narratives. When other men intrude into the girls’ stories they are usually wardens,
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soldiers or policemen. In all cases they are figures of masculine authority instructing civilians
what to do, evacuating them to a local rest centre and, in one case, digging them out of a
ruined shelter.58 Wardens, in particular, are regularly presented as figures of both authority
and expertise. In Rita Drysdale’s account, whilst her family takes shelter, the wardens enter
and instruct them to take cover.59 This position of authority does not just end with those given
positions of manifest power. In Edna Fewster‘s recollection we see that authority is afforded
to men in general: ‘every time a bomb came down I screamed and cried I was very frightened.
All the men shouted; “duck there’s one coming down” and we all bent down on our hands
and knees.’60 Not only does Edna explicitly equate the voice of authority with the men in the
shelter, she also juxtaposes it with her own fear.
The girls of Springburn Street School, via their experience of air raids, were able to
assemble a workable model of masculinity in accordance with the discourses of the war. This
process potentially reinforced the girls’ sense of gender roles, especially when comparison is
made with their treatment of their mothers, who rarely perform the tasks expected of the fire
watchers. The men in the stories are authoritative and quietly heroic characters fulfilling a
crucial role in the defence of the city. The girls’ narratives situate these men within
apparently rigid definitions of gender performance, which cast the male as defender of the
home and its locality against aggression.
Femininity
If masculinity is primarily identified with authority and heroism within the essays then the
roles of females are presented rather differently. The existence of distinct feminine narratives
of the war has been emphasised by many writers, particularly Penny Summerfield, Helen
Jones and Sonya Rose, who all challenge post-war assumptions about the emancipatory
benefits of the war for women.61 Phil Goodman has pointed out that the outward nature of
patriotic femininity entailed the state identifying and promoting categories of women as
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wives, mothers, temporary workers or sex symbols.62 Summerfield, dealing with individual
memories, demonstrates a fractured idea of wartime femininity, with no unified central
construct either at the time, or in the personal testimonies of her respondents.63 However, the
girls of Springburn Street School do demonstrate a high degree of uniformity and a clear cut
vision of wartime gender both for themselves and their mothers, which are only further
emphasised by the comparison with the presentation of males.
It is not easy to be sure why such a difference exists; however, I want to suggest that
the dominance of a discourse which constructed the mother’s primary role as a facet of
civilian service, suggested by Summerfield, was at work.64 The representation of a mother’s
role during the war, in comparison to other models of the feminine contribution, appears to
have been primarily fixed and related to preserving the home whilst raising children. 65 As
Summerfield has argued:
the great bulk of wartime domestic work was thrown back to the private sphere of
a woman’s own resources and those of her family, friends and neighbourhood,
albeit parcelled in the rhetoric of the war effort.66
Conversely, teenage girls and young women were presented as a mobile auxiliary work
force.67 The girls of Springburn Street School, however, represent a group in the formative
stages of acquiring their roles as adult women and this gives them a rather mixed set of
responsibilities. In the girls’ accounts they almost exclusively position themselves in relation
to their mothers, suggesting a growing sense of their own gender identity and girlhood, which
the demands of wartime allowed them to qualify.
Enid Billany demonstrates how the routine of helping mother during raids was
fundamental to both the girls’ construction of themselves as useful members of family, and
the war effort. ‘I have a certain job when we hear the sirens at night… [I] carry the gasmasks
and mother’s bag to the shelter while she carries little brother.’ 68 Similarly, Betty Start
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recounts: ‘When the sirens blow I get ready and get my brothers ready and then I get my
mother’s policies’.69 These planned actions show how important assisting their mother was
for the girls’ own sense of personal worth, especially against a national discourse which
stressed collective steadfastness. The habit of taking valuables, insurance policies, family
photographs and other essential paperwork, whilst practical under the circumstances, shows
how Enid’s mother was responsible for preserving as much of the home and the family’s life
should the worst occur. This activity does not seem to have been an idiosyncrasy of Enid’s
mother alone, as can be seen in accounts made some years after the war. Arthur Dales, a
bicycle messenger during the blitz on Hull, recalls that his mother would fill a small suitcase
with ‘important documents such as ration cards and insurance policies’ and take it to the
shelter.70 Patricia McGowan, writing in 2004, also remembered that her mother:
…always had, under her arm, the attaché case in which our life insurance policies were
housed and also documents such as Birth Certificates and Death Certificates, old
photographs and personal letters, in fact anything that qualified as being important and
precious.71
Clare Cooper Marcus has commented that the occupants’ possessions are at least as
important as the building itself in constructing a sense of place and home and in this way the
house is a mirror of self.72 Crucial to the role of women during the war, then, was the ability
to preserve or restore the physical elements of the home’s interior – be they photographs,
policies or valuables. This notion of the mother as the maintainer of internal order then
explains why the cleaning of bomb damaged homes is an activity which, in the accounts
viewed here, was crucial to feminine performance. Florence Atkinson, for example, recalls
staying up all night to assist her mother cleaning up the chimney soot and smashed ornaments
in their bombed house.73 Margret Bennett goes even further when her house suffers minor
damage: ‘When we got into the house there wasn’t half a mess. I started to tidy up and then I
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lighted [sic] the fire and made my mother and the two other children a nice hot cup of tea.’74
Whilst she assists with domestic activities, Margret also constructs a narrative in which she
becomes responsible for everything, despite there being no indication that her mother was in
any way incapacitated. It is, of course, possible that these were Margret’s jobs on a daily
basis, and she may also have inflated her own importance to events. However, what is
important is that she chooses to make her own role crucial to the restitution of the damaged
home, and foregrounds these as part of her response to the events she has witnessed. Margret
and Florence’s notions of what their own performance of gender should be appear
intrinsically tied up with being apprenticed to their mothers or stepping in to perform tasks
that blur the boundaries between the mother and child.
If the role of the male relatives appears to be as defenders against aggression towards the
home, then the role of the females is largely as the guardians of the order and practice of
domestic life. The post-war memories of Ken Long, then a young boy in London, are useful
for demonstrating how the intersection of the house with civil defence measures could breach
the home’s perceived boundaries and reveal the role he attributed to his mother:
Roof spaces and attics were cleared out as an anti-incendiary measure. When we had
our first incendiary bomb through the roof of our house the firemen rushed upstairs
with hoses etc. to put out the fire before it spread too far. My very house-proud mother
was most upset because they didn’t wipe their feet first.75
Whilst Long, with the distance of 60 years and the retrospective knowledge of victory, casts
his mother’s disquiet at the intrusion in a light-hearted tone, his recollection demonstrates the
way her role in maintaining the internal domestic space was threatened by the measures
necessary for civil defence. Similarly, in the MO report Women and War it was reported that
women initially found the blackout more of a problem than men, due to their responsibility
for maintaining the interior of the home. 76 As another MO survey would suggest, women
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might be more susceptible to modifications to the home itself, since their experience of home
centred on the dwelling than the outside.77
The role of the girls as apprentices to their mothers in the run up to womanhood
appears to reflect their own notions of what this particular phase of their girlhood meant
during the war. Betty Start’s account not only shows her helping her mother, but also hints
that girls of a certain age would begin to assist in child care, even for non-family members.
During a night in the shelter Florence Atkinson relates the following:
I was glad that I could do something to help, for there was a lady who came into our
shelter who was very frightened. She had a little child of one and a half years. The lady
was trembling, I took the little baby, and every time a bomb came down I threw a
pillow over myself and the little girl, who was called Sheila. She kept crying but at last
I hushed her to sleep.78
Here, Florence depicts herself as a useful component in the wartime community by assisting
a distressed stranger, whilst also emphasising her own maternal skills. Her willingness to help
is especially stark when compared to the nameless lady whose fear has robbed her of these
qualities. The idea that girls aged between ten and twelve would be learning to assist the
family in working-class homes in 1942 is not revolutionary, yet the pride taken in their ability
to perform like a mother reveals a perception of useful wartime behaviour which places these
gendered activities at the core of constructing a useful wartime self. Rita Drysdale’s account
even goes as far as to blur the distinction between herself and her mother’s areas of
responsibility: ‘When the sirens went we rushed out with the children. We [Rita and her
mother] had five children to look after and I was the eldest…I got all of our children under
the bed [my emphasis]’.79 Rita articulates a consciousness of the expectations of her as a
young woman (she is 12 years old) emphasised by the stress of the Blitz, yet her role is fluid
– she is both one of the children and simultaneously one of their carers.
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What is important about the girls’ interactions with their mothers is that they hint at
how activities that would perhaps have been expected of the girls in peacetime were easily
recast as part of the war effort. Thus, assisting mother, childcare and cleaning – all tasks
which pre-teen girls might be expected to carry out – appear in the essays as ways of
articulating the girls’ conformance to notions of civilian contribution to the war. Only Hilda
Chalk, who helped her father ‘make sure that no firebombs hit the house’, and Audrey
Leaman, who left the shelter to see if there was any bomb damage to the home, deviate from
performances which cast females as the maintainer of the home.80 These exceptions though
are unsurprising, since no unified idea of femininity is likely to have existed for all the girls at
the same time. Nevertheless, the clarity of the girls’ delineation of gendered roles and their
willingness to harness them suggests problems with extending to girls of this age Goodman’s
assertion that:
The war years demonstrate tensions between discourses constructing gender
relations…appropriate feminine behaviour became increasingly problematised as
the dichotomous divisions constructing and locating gender relations were no
longer as clearly defined or maintained in the experience of wartime conditions.81
For the girls of Springburn Street School the gendered roles which they ascribe to the people
around them, and with which they constitute their own ideas of useful contribution to the war,
are largely clear-cut and suggest little tension. Perhaps more importantly though the
prevalence of easily identifiable gender roles appears to have been useful to the girls in the
process of articulating their contribution to the war effort.
Conclusion
In their essays the girls of Springburn School give us a snapshot from a single day in
1942 of the manner in which a group of girls, on the cusp of adolescence, articulated and
utilised dominant narratives to present their experience of bombing. In writing down their
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experiences the girls recreated the urban landscape of a provincial city at war, articulated
notions of gender and the home and demonstrated the impact of wartime expectations
concerning civilian fortitude on the presentation of themselves and their families.
The preceding analysis of the essays suggests that by deploying a methodological
framework that views the construction of narratives as the outcome of assembling various
accessible discursive elements, children’s life writing may be analysed on a par with adults’
writing. The usefulness of the essays considered here lies not in the utilisation of the girls as
witnesses, since such an approach that would raise questions about children of ten to twelve’s
ability to understand and reproduce events with ‘factual’ accuracy. Instead, the value of
children’s accounts lies in the way that their work reflects the discursive environment of
wartime Britain. Viewing the essays as acts of composure allows us to further understand the
power of messages produced by the state to create expectations of wartime civilian service.
The evidence indicates that the girls sought psychic composure through the creation of
conformative selves in the essays. Thus the essays illustrate attempts to project a favourable
image within a pervasive discourse that placed heavy stress on the outward signs of good
morale as a component of civilians’ patriotic duties. Furthermore, the frequency of references
to popular culture as a way of articulating stoicism and as a means of mitigating incidences of
fear in the essays suggest that easily understood, widely disseminated elements of wartime
culture — such as lines from songs —provided the girls with a lexicon through which they
might negotiate and present balanced selves.
The girls’ attempts to achieve equanimity in their narratives are not limited to their
own internal emotional selves. Through the presentation of their families’ contribution to the
defence of home, neighbourhood and thus the wider city the girls show how important
distinct, binary concepts of gender roles were to themselves and to state models of civilian
service. The consistency and uniformity of the manner in which the girls delineate gender
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roles implies a conservatism that was reinforced by the subjectivities of wartime, but also
evidences the way the state sought to produce responsible, civilian defenders in urban areas
by encoding gendered roles in the activities necessary for the defence of the home. The role
of the mother as the maintainer of order in the home— a role which the girls appear to have
assisted with — and the construction of fathers and male relatives as fire watchers defending
the home from external threats, suggest how pervasive state narratives of civilian service
were. Whilst the essays thus narrate and communicate the girls’ adherence to societally
stratified, binary concepts of gender, their creation also forms part of the performance of
gender itself. The essays thus represent what Judith Butler has called a ‘tacit collective
agreement to perform, produce, and sustain discrete and polar genders as cultural fictions’. 82
Kristine Miller had argued that bombing challenged traditional notions of the home and that
‘convergence of the home front and the front line posed an ideological challenge to
traditional gender roles.’83 However, the evidence presented here suggests that the experience
of bombing was instrumental in reinforcing pre-existing gender roles. It is difficult to
speculate whether the experience of war may have altered or emphasised the girls’
conception of gender roles, since we have no comparative writing from the pre-war period.
What the essays do indicate is that the war offered opportunities for the girls to construct their
ideas of appropriate gender roles against the expectations of civilian contribution to the war
effort.
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